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About This Game

The logic puzzle that requires attention and a creative approach to meet the challenges.

The object of the game is to create a logical coherence by combining the elements. Depending on the gradually increasing
difficulty of the tasks, the number of elements and the complexity of the coherence is rising.

Working on the microcircuits doesn’t come easy for every engineer. And this is the work the player has to assume.

A young engineer named Adam, who’s working in the silicon industry, will induct you into the work. At the early stages, you
will need his support and advice. But later you, as a player, will have to take everything into your own hands and to solve the

most complex and atypical tasks.
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The best balanced gameplay i've ever seen in dungeon crawler.
Small, nice, simple and interesting. No boolshit. No brain♥♥♥♥.

The ONLY disadvantage of the game is horrible portraits :)
But that's really not so important.. This is a must get for Vive owners. As others have said, really simple, but addictive.
I did manage to make myself a little 'sick', but either closing ones eyes or looking at
the floor soon made it abate.
As a free game it's difficult to knock. I probably wouldn't have brought it as is, but if
options are added then maybe. Keeping this version free & charging for additions
would be the way to go imho ;). A slight step up from their previous game, Sakura Agent. 720p, no voice acting. New
soundtrack!

The soundtrack is stellar as usual with great mastering.

This time we have slimes, bathtubs, love and yuri! Watch in "horror" as random events occur to the detriment of the other girls
(obviously, you are useless protag you only can watch!) where it has to be lewd ya know! It's a ritual for Sakura games! We then
finish off with the classic "we actually like each other including protag whew" and yuri scene.

- A disappointment baited by humble chan. So far, everything looks great and runs smooth for early access. There was only one
bug, though. The first time I had to load, Adair's sprite appears and talks without dialogue, almost overtaking the screen. After
loading, the conversation between Rourke and Adair that was supposed to appear later started and replayed again. Other than
that, everything works fine as they should be. Looking forward for more developments in the future!

TLDR; 8/10 love it with only a small bug or smt. Control a army of stick ppl to kill other stick ppl, 11/10 would make a army of
stick ppl again. The devs have abandoned the game and left it in an unplayable state. There's no content and no goal. You can't
progress your character and combat isn't functional.
It hasn't been updated since March at the time of this writing and there's been no word about any further updates from the devs
since August.
Don't fall for this scam.. I'm a massive fan of the Harvest Moon games and have been waiting for AGES for someone to make a
game that captures the magic of the original games. It's still being polished, but so far its a wonderful game! If you enjoyed
Stardew Valley you will probably love this too. Hats off to the developer, clearly this is a labor of love.. the game has potential
but he amount of bugs made the game unplayble. i would not recomend this game at all not until there are MAJOR bug fixes
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Just nice interview. One of the most polished, addictive and, dare I say, adorable puzzlers to come out in the past 20 years. The
design of each and every one of the 63 levels is absolutely perfect. Puzzle fans: Play it.. This is the best and the easiest
UBERMOSH game cause u can just sit back relax and destroy your enemies with Kensai. Although the first game would still be
the best Vol.5 would be everything.. I like TD games, I have many hours in Defence Grid games which remain the best in this
genre, I have enjoyed X-Morph and Heroes Defence as well as a number of other titles. This is not a good TD game. This is a
"one way to win the mission" type of game, everything happens very quickly and unless you do the exact "right" thing at the
exact right moment, your whole mission is failed. It's a "clicks per minute" type of experience where doing things quickly is
more important than strategy. That's because there is not a whole lot of strategy actually involved here, you don't have a Hero
unit you can directly command like in X-Morph that you have to prioritise the use of and you can't shape the enemy path like
you can in Defence Grid. It's really quite shallow and unsatisfying.. this game good for children age under 10 year old
no drug no porn no violence no impolite no genocide no prank no dirty joke no crime no mafia no heretic
this game is game in dream of father and mother for buy game for his and her children
if you want buy game for you son and daughter or your nephew i recommend this game
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